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the default configuration for the library is the same for all devices. it is sensible to configure the library for your specific device or camera. facesdk will automatically load the appropriate configuration for the device at the time of detection. the library has been tested with many devices and many camera models. the
facesdk library has been awarded with a number of prominent awards in the field of biometric recognition, including the crossapplause and the icu best mobile biometrics award. facesdk has been shipped with a number of leading products and companies including the jawbone up, samsung and xiaomi mobiles. we have
released several product updates since the initial release, including a fully reimplemented sdk and a new face recognition demo application. the sdk includes an updated version of our face algorithm library that has been significantly re-architected from scratch. face features are now detected in both still images and live
video streams. face ids are detected in real-time on desktop and mobile, while mobile devices on ios and android run a 30 fps video processing pipeline. face is now able to process video streams at a rate of 30 fps, while the android api runs video processing at a maximum of 15 fps on non-64-bit devices. thanks to all the

new features, the face sdk has grown from being a simple face detection library to a full-featured face recognition api. if you're looking for face detection and recognition technology, facesdk is an ideal solution for you. facesdk is made up of three parts: face detection, face identification and face recognition. when a
person appears in the scene, a face will be detected and identified by the face detection module. then, by using face identification module, the recognized face will be further identified by a set of pre-trained models. finally, by using face recognition module, facesdk will be able to perform various face tasks such as

recognition, verification, or verification, which includes a person's gender, age, and ethnicity, etc.
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facesdk is the only open source sdk to include a face tracking module, with built-in face detection, face recognition and face tracker. it is a lightweight, fully-featured face tracking sdk. the face tracking module is capable of not only detecting faces, but also tracking them. this module is also compatible with kinect. facesdk
includes basic face detection, face recognition and face tracking capabilities. it can be used with one of facesdks built-in recognizers. facesdk comes with a complete sdk that contains all the functions needed for face recognition. the sdk can be used with any facesdks recognizer. opencv uses machine learning algorithms
to search for faces within a picture. because faces are so complicated, there isnt one simple test that will tell you if it found a face or not. instead, there are thousands of small patterns and features that must be matched. the algorithms break the task of identifying the face into thousands of smaller, bite-sized tasks, each

of which is easy to solve. these tasks are also called classifiers. opencv uses machine learning algorithms to search for faces within a picture. because faces are so complicated, there isnt one simple test that will tell you if it found a face or not. instead, there are thousands of small patterns and features that must be
matched. the algorithms break the task of identifying the face into thousands of smaller, bite-sized tasks, each of which is easy to solve. facesdk 8.0.1 implements a self-learning ai video identification system. it automatically recognizes and tags all faces encountered in a video stream. personalizing any identified subject

becomes a simple matter of putting a name tag on it, or linking its tag to a database record. no special enrolment procedure is ever required. in addition, recognition rate is significantly higher in self-learning recognition systems compared to traditional key frame-based ones. on comprehensive multi-pie tests, the
recognition rate increases sevenfold with video-based identification compared to key frame-based identification, considering that just a single image of a subject is enrolled and false acceptance rate is 0.06%. 5ec8ef588b
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